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E9.1: Construct control flow graphs for each of the following methods from the implementation 

of a priority queue: 

a) Destructor: 
protected void finalize() { 

 // delete all elements on the queue if not empty 

 if (theQueue != null) { 

  clearQueue(); 

 } 

} 

b) Queue length: 
public int length() { 

 int count = 0; 

 QueueElement current = theQueue; 

 while (current != null) { 

  current = current.next; 

  count++; 

 } 

 return count; 

} //length 

c) Add item: 
// addItem - add a QueueElement object to the Queue 

public void addItem (QueueElement qe) { 

 QueueElement tmp; 

 QueueElement current; 

 QueueElement lookahead; 

 

 tmp = new QueueElement(qe); 

 tmp.next = null; 

 if (theQueue == null) //queue is empty 

  theQueue = tmp; 

 else { 

  if (theQueue.priority < qe.priority || theQueue.next == null) { 

   // special cases 

   if (theQueue.priority < qe.priority) { 

    // new element should be first 

    tmp.next = theQueue; 

    theQueue = tmp; 

   } else { // only one element on the list 

    theQueue.next = tmp; 

   } 

  } else { 

   current = theQueue; 

   lookahead = theQueue.next; 

   while ((lookahead.priority >= qe.priority) 

     && (lookahead.next != null)) { 

    current = lookahead; 

    lookahead = lookahead.next; 

   } 

   if (lookahead.priority < qe.priority) { 

    tmp.next = lookahead; 

    current.next = tmp; 

   } else { 

    lookahead.next = tmp; 

   } 

  } 

 } 

} // addItem 
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E9.2: Code coverage 

Assume the queue element in the methods above has fields data, priority and next. 

The data field is a simple text field that has no impact on the priority ordering. 

The priority is represented by a natural number, the higher the number the higher the 

priority. The priority is to be specified when setting up a queue element. 

The next field is a reference to a queue element and should be null if the element is the last 

in the queue. 

For each of the methods given in E9.1, specify test cases to ensure 

a) statement coverage 

b) branch coverage 

c) boundary-interior coverage for E9.1 (b) and (c) 

 


